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dress like mummy
by Lisa Stickley

bake like mummy
by Lisa Stickley

Format: 280mm x 280mm

Format: 280mm x 280mm

Extent: 32 pages

Extent: 32 pages

Binding: Cased

Binding: Cased

Cover finish: Textured

Cover finish: Textured

Paper: Heavy matt wood free

Paper: Heavy matt wood free

Poppy loves to dress like mummy especially
when she can choose all her favourite colours.
A beautiful book with a synthetic fabric cover.

We went on

Poppy loves to bake like mummy.
Especially when there are so many interesting things in the kitchen!

tangerine

a bike ride

orang e

this afternoon
and Mummy wore . . .

coloured shorts.

My cycle

helmet matched!

Lisa has collaborated with Burberry,
Harrods, Liberty, Tate, Selfridges, Heals,
Boots, Debenhams, John Lewis and
Japanese stores Ships, Hankyu & Isetan.
She is currently working on some
bespoke cushions with Liberty.
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Get ready to weigh, pour, mix, stir
and bake in style.
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Fifi Kuo

The Perfect Sofa
by Fifi Kuo

Format: 273mm x 250mm

Format: 285mm x 228mm

Extent: 32 pages

Extent: 32 pages

Binding: Cased

Binding: Cased

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV and foil

Cover finish: Matt / spot UV

Outstanding debut
picture book from
Macmillan Prize Winner.

www.boxerbooks.com

Can you find 1 red ladybird among hundreds of multi-coloured ladybirds?
How about 2 orange fish or 6 brown bears? And how many
colourful chameleons can you find in the 1 big chameleon?
A wonderful search and counting book from Sam Williams.

Find
six
brown
bears.

The

Perfect So fa
Fifi Kuo

BOXER BOOKS

£11.95

THE PERFECT SOFA

Panda and Pengui n
are on the hunt
for the perfec t sofa.
Will they find it?

10 Blue Butterflies
by Sam Williams

Panda and Penguin love their old sofa–but when the springs poke through
and the cover tears they realise it is time to go shopping!
They look at all sorts of sofas - too big, too small, too hard, too soft
and even too ‘arty’! And, of course, they end up with their ‘perfect’ sofa.
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Sam Williams has created, written and illustrated
numerous titles for children selling in many languages
all over the world. His titles include Cold Little Duck,
Duck, Duck by Lisa Westberg-Peters, and Little Red
by Sarah Ferguson, The Duchess of York.
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Take the pain out of choosing furniture
and join Panda and Penguin in their
quest for a new sofa!
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Yoga Dogs
by Ben Rothery
Format: 175mm x 125mm
Extent: 64 pages
Binding: Cased
Paper: H
 eavy matt wood-free
Cover finish: Matt with foil

How tall was
a T.rex
by Alison Limentani
Format: 245mm x 245mm
Extent: 32 pages
Binding: Cased
Paper: H
 eavy matt wood-free
Cover finish: Matt, spot UV and foil

Ever wondered how dogs can be SO relaxed? So excitable?
So playful? So happy? Well, so did acclaimed artist Ben Rothery.
Ben has compiled a fabulous collection of witty drawings imagining
what a dog’s life is really about. Welcome to Dog Yoga.

Shortlisted for
Cambridgeshire Libraries
“Read it Again” award.
and one of New York Public
Library’s Best Books
for Kids 2016.
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Ben is a detail obsessed illustrator and
surface designer from Norwich, via
Cape Town who likes pencils and heavy
objects. He creates intricate and delicate
illustrations full of fine detail and vibrant
colour for an international audience.

Have you ever wondered what a T.rex was really like? How tall was it?
How much did it eat? Did it have scales or feathers? Find out lots of fascinating facts
in this brilliant exploration of the world’s scariest dinosaur - the T.rex.
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Fifi Kuo
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I can fly
by Fifi Kuo
Format: 273mm x 250mm

F L Y

Extent: 32 pages, seperate endpapers
Binding: Cased
Cover finish: Gloss
Paper: Heavy matt wood-free

g picture

acmillan

Format: 216mm x 216mm
Extent: 22 pages
Binding: Cased board book

Fifi Kuo .
BOXER BOOKS

w.boxerbooks.com

A Home for Hare
and Mouse
by Rosalinda
Kightley

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV

Fifi Kuo

A small penguin sees all the birds in the sky and wants to fly like them.
He tries everything he can–but to no avail.
Eventually, he realises he can fly–underwater!

Hare and Mouse are looking for a home. Where will they find it?
In the grassy burrow? Oh no, fox is there. How about in the tree?
No, Owl is there. Will they find a home before it gets dark?

Then he slipped,
and slipped,
bumped

and tripped
and ...

Rosalinda Kightley has designed, created
and illustrated many wonderful books
for children. Hare and Mouse are her
two new characters and their first book
has already sold in seven languages.

Fifi is originally from Taiwan where she
did a BA in Landscape Architecture Design.
She has just completed an MA in illustration
at the Cambridge School of Art,”
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Format: 216mm x 216mm
Extent: 22 pages
Binding: Cased board book

I Love My Baby
by Sebastien Braun

A joyful celebration of parenthood.

Format: 285mm x 228mm
Extent: 32 pages
Binding: Cased

I LOVE My

BABy
Sebastien Braun

I LOVE MY BABY

I’m Big Enough
by Rosalinda
Kightley

Sebastien Braun

Stunning companion to
international bestsellers
I Love My Mummy and
I Love My Daddy .

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV

www.boxerbooks.com

Boxer Books

£11.99

I love my baby PLC.indd 1
22/09/2017 14:12

Mouse is convinced he’s BIG ENOUGH to explore all on his own.
But he’s just not able to do the things all the other animals are
doing–the water is too wet, the trees are too high. When his friends
Hare and Bear finally join him, he realises he is just the right size
to play with them.

Sebastien Braun reserves his most detailed, intricate and
moving work for Boxer Books. This addition to his collection of “I Love...”
books is a stunning celebration of parenthood, touchingly observed.

I give my baby
big snuggly hugs.

Richly coloured artwork accompanied by
a simple and effective text and die-cut holes.
A story with a strong pre-school theme!
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It has been 12 years since Boxer published
Sebastien Braun’s first books– I Love My Mummy
and I Love My Daddy –both international bestsellers and still widely available.
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Emma Garcia

Count the noisy birds
as the little red train travels
from the seaside
to the forest to the farmyar d.
What else can you see?

A brilliant new addition
to Emma

Garcia’s wonderf ul series
Format: 273mm
x 250mm
of f irst non-f
iction

the ver y younges t children .
Extent:for32
pages

Binding: Cased

Little Holidays
by Algy Craig-Hall

C H U F FA C H U F FA C H O O C H O O

Boom Boom
Shake Shake
by Emma Garcia

Li ttl e Santa’s

Christmas

Format: 170mm x 170mm
Extent: 24 pages
Binding: Cased
Cover finish: Matt, foil

Board books available in this series

Boxer
Books
£11.99

Boxer Books

Cover finish: Matt, foil

Emma Garcia

Emma Garcia’s best-selling series has a new musical partner.
This time we ting, ting, plunk, plunk, pata-pata, peep-peep,
bash-bash, tinkle-tinkle, boom-boom and shake-shake!

Little Pumpkin’s

Halloween

Little Rabbit’s

EASTER

Little Darling’s

Valentine

These adorable holiday books for
little hands are made for sharing
again and again. Perfect stories for
those precious holiday moments.

Praise for Tap, Tap, Bang, Bang
“...provides the next best thing to actually
holding the tools..”
Publishers Weekly
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Praise for Fine As We Are by
Algy Craig-Hall
“irresistible picture book–
charming without being
overly cute.”
Newsday

Whose bottom?
On the farm?
by Lisa Stubbs

Whose Bottom?
In the wild?
by Lisa Stubbs

Format: 245mm x 245mm

Format: 245mm x 245mm

Extent: 24 pages

Extent: 24 pages

Binding: Cased

Binding: Cased

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV

More lift-the-flap fun! This time in the wild where we encounter the
bottoms of elephants, zebras, giraffes, hippopotamus and many more
in this “whose bottom” guessing game.

Hilarious and informative lift-the-flap books with big surprises.
Can you guess whose bottom is wallowing in the mud,
or bobbing in the pond? With ducks, pigs, sheep, horses and lots
more farm favourites.

Whose bottom
is wallowing
in the mud?

Whose bottom
is BIG and wrinkly?

Elephant’s
bottom!

Whose bottom
is wallowing
in the mud?

Oink. Oink.
Pig
’s bottom!
Whose bottom
is BIG and wrinkly?

Elephant’s
bottom!

Praise for Lisa Stubbs’ Lily and Bear
“cosy, happy picture book,.”
Sunday Times
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Sparrow • Taylor

Contact Boxer Books

My Friends
by Leilani Sparrow
Illustrated by
Dan Taylor

World rights excluding North America and Far East
Helen Binns
Helen.binns@icloud.com
•

Format: 230mm x 230mm
Extent: 32 pages
Binding: Cased
Boxer Books

Cover finish: Matt, spot UV

North America and Far East rights
David Bennett
db@boxerbooks.com
•

Simple pre-school picture book exploring the importance of all kinds
of friends, and encouraging the youngest child to make and
value friendship. Rhythmic text and adorbale characters.

I say I’m sorr y, we make up,
and now I have a glad friend.

UK publishing sales
Bounce sales and marketing
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
•

US publishing sales
Sterling Publishing
jjewett@sterlingpublishing.com

www.boxerbooks.com

Sparrow • Taylor

My new shoes
by Leilani Sparrow • illustrated by Dan Taylor

Boxer® is a registered trademark of Boxer Books Limited
Specifications are correct at the time of going to press but are subject to alteration without notice.
Boxer Books

£9.99
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The Art of
Storytelling

Illustrations from dress like mummy
Copyright © 2018 Lisa Stickley
Boxer® is a registered trademark of
Boxer Books Limited. All rights reserved.

